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Nicole: Aloha, friends and foodies, and welcome back. Today, I'm interviewing Rebecca 
Blackwell, the blogger, recipe developer, and photographer behind Of Batter and 
Dough, a blog that focuses on making everyday baking simple, fun, and delicious. 

 Rebecca has been writing about and taking pictures of food since 2013 when she 
launched her blog.  Of Batter and Dough contains hundreds of tested recipes all 
designed to best suit your needs, whether you're having a fancy party or an afternoon 
treat. In 2018, she launched her second food blog, A Little and A Lot, which is devoted to 
meal plans and dinner recipes for every night of the week.  

 Hey, Rebecca. Welcome to the show. 

Rebecca: Hi, Nicole. Thank you so much for having me. 

Nicole: Oh, I'm excited to chat with you today. I know I say that about everybody. First of all, I 
love food bloggers, and I love food bloggers and those chefs who are just doing it every 
day. They're in the kitchen, they're in the trenches. You guys deserve all of the accolades 
I can give you. You help me get dinner and a cake on the table. So, yes, I love you guys. 
So I'm always excited to talk to a food blogger, but I am especially excited to talk to you 
because you have a chocolate chip cookie recipe that sounds insane. We're going to get 
into that because- 

Rebecca: Great. 

Nicole: If you've been listening, and those out there who have been listening know, first of all, 
it's pancakes. On the list of things the host loves, pancakes, tacos, and I do love a good 
chocolate chip cookie recipe. 

Rebecca: Who doesn't? 

Nicole: So we're going to get into it. Yes. 

Rebecca: Great. 

Nicole: We're definitely going to talk about it. But first, everybody knows, let's get to the 
questions, Nicole. You know how it starts, so you ready? 

Rebecca: I do. Yep, all set. 

Nicole: All right. Okay. Tell me about the last meal you cooked for yourself. 

Rebecca: Yeah. So I have been just enthralled with Nik Sharma's, From a Brown Table, his latest 
cookbook, called Season, and he has this recipe in there for this homemade Indian style 
sausage, and I took those flavors, or a lot of those flavors that he uses in that recipe, and 
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put them in meatballs, and then we topped it with this hot green chutney that's made 
with arugula and kale and cloves and lots of chili, and it was delicious. 

Nicole: Okay. 

Rebecca: So- 

Nicole: Wow. 

Rebecca: Yeah. It was really, really good. It's definitely something that's going to show up in one 
form or another on the blog in the next month or so. 

Nicole: Did you make that chutney yourself? 

Rebecca: Yeah, yeah, yeah. And, I mean, it takes like 30 seconds. You just put everything in a 
blender, but the arugula and kale along with, there's onion and lime and chilies. It's like 
bright and fresh over the meatballs, and it's just really good. In fact, I was thinking this is 
one of those sauces that I think I would want to put on everything. Chicken- 

Nicole: It sounds like it. 

Rebecca: Anything. 

Nicole: Yeah. You were saying chicken. I could think of it on chicken meatballs, almost like a 
sauce for pasta. 

Rebecca: Yes. Oh, yeah, it would be delicious.  Well, everything's good on pasta. 

Nicole: Yeah, that's true. Somebody name something that's not good on pasta.  

Rebecca: Never met a pasta I didn't like. 

Nicole: True. Amen for that. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: Oh my gosh, so okay. That sounds amazing, and I've heard a lot about that book. I've 
been seeing that guy everywhere and I've got so- 

Rebecca: It's a great book. 

Nicole: I've got so many cookbooks, and I'm always like, "Do I need one more?" And I'm like, 
"Yes, I do." 
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Rebecca: I know. I feel the same way. I have so many and I just can't stop myself from buying 
more, and I like to read them like novels, just cover to cover, but Nik's photography is 
just breathtaking, and so I think I spend as much time staring at his pictures as I do 
reading his recipes. 

Nicole: And what's crazy is he took all those pictures himself. 

Rebecca: Yeah. Right. And he has a very unique style of photography that you don't see all of that 
often on food blogs, and so his pictures are just fascinating to me. 

Nicole: Yeah. I mean, it's insane, and also just so inspiring how... I mean, I looked through his 
cookbook, sorry Nik, every time I go into a book store. I look through your cookbook. I 
go, "I don't need another cookbook," but I've got- 

Rebecca: But you do. 

Nicole: I do. I think you just pulled the trigger for me. I think I'm just going to get it, because 
when I saw it, it was one of my recommended books to get. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: And so I rented it from the library, and I was like, "Gosh, I need this book in my life." And 
I've just been renting it and re-renting it, and I'm like, "Okay, that's it. I'm going to own 
it." 

Rebecca: Go get it. 

Nicole: So you pulled the trigger for me as far as my cookbook trigger. It's time to do it. Let's do 
it. Okay. 

 Tell me about a meal that brings you back to your childhood. 

Rebecca: Yeah. I don't know that it's a meal per se, but when I was growing up, my mom used to 
make banana bread all the time, and it was one of the very first recipes that I put on Of 
Batter and Dough. You put everything in a bowl and you mix it and you pour it into a loaf 
pan and bake it, and it's just so good, and there's something about... 

 I think because my mom it so often, there's something very nostalgic about it for me, 
and also cookies, just cookies in general, because my mom is such a cookie lover, but my 
grandma was like the family's cookie baking queen. You could not go to her house and 
not have cookies. She just always had cookies just out on the counter and in the freezer, 
and it doesn't matter if she was expecting you or not. She would just pull out these 
cookies, and so both of those things definitely have some nostalgia attached to them for 
me. 
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Nicole: Man. So when you were talking about banana bread, so my mom, she used to make 
breads, but now, whenever I move, because in my job I move around a lot, and so I 
would have this just overwhelming like homesickness whenever I have to move to a new 
place, and so, one of the things I started doing was, as soon as I was able to get into a 
place that had an oven, I would just jerry-rig even a loaf pan, but I would make a banana 
bread.  

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: I would buy bananas. I think Colleen Cox and I talked about this in season one. She's 
now No Food Rules, but she's used to be Mitten Dietician, and she talks about, "Please 
tell me I'm not the only person who buys extra bananas," just so she can make banana 
bread. 

Rebecca: Yes. 

Nicole: And I'm like, "A hundred percent."  

Rebecca: Yes. 

Nicole: So, yes, I move somewhere, and I would buy extra bananas, and I would let them 
purposely go dark, because then I could make a banana bread. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: And it was like, "Okay, I'm christening this house because I'm baking something in it for 
the first time." And, I mean, I moved to Guam, and I remember I was just so sad and 
lonely there for the first couple of weeks because I missed my mom, and I made a 
banana bread upon me moving into my own place, and it just helped that comfort 
feeling. You know what I mean? 

Rebecca: Yes. Totally. 

Nicole: Mm-hmm (affirmative). 

Rebecca: 100%.  Yeah, I mean, since my kids are older now, but from the time that they were 
little, I think I've been making it at least once, if not twice a month, for years and years 
and years, and it's just one of those things. Extra bananas is something that we always 
have and that's what always happens to them. 

Nicole: Yeah. And I think baking, and we'll get more into this, because you started out as a, no 
kidding, baker, but I think the thing that I love about baking is that it has this ability to 
comfort you.  
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Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: You can be somewhere across the world, but if you can bake something that feels 
familiar, like bringing some foods that are familiar back to you, I think that helps you to 
adjust into a new place. 

Rebecca: Sure. 

Nicole: It brings some of your country or your home back to you, and that's why I think, if you 
have a place where it's a population and they're making their own food, it's a way of 
comfort. They're a stranger in a strange land, but this is one way to bring a little piece of 
home back to you. 

Rebecca: Oh, I agree 100%. 

Nicole: Oh yeah. All right. Give me an ingredient you can't live without. 

Rebecca: This is really hard. I knew you were going to ask this question, but this is a really hard 
thing, but I think it's salt, which is kind of a funny thing. But I don't know that it's even 
possible to make food taste good without salt, and it doesn't really matter if it's savory 
or sweet, because salt makes food taste more like itself. And so, especially with baking, 
when you think about ingredients like flour, eggs, milk, those ingredients don't have a 
lot of flavor until you add salt, and without them, if you were going to bake a cake or 
bread... 

 I was in Italy last year and the Italians really don't like to put salt in their bread, and I 
didn't like it. I liked everything else I ate in Italy, but the bread.  I just feel like you need 
salt, because otherwise, it just, it's bland, it doesn't really taste like anything, and you 
put a little bit of salt in there, and it's magical what it does to bring out those flavors. 

Nicole: The entire country of Italy just turned us off. They're like, they just canceled us. We're 
canceled in Italy now. You'll see this hashtag, "Cancel BFF with the Chef." 

Rebecca: The pasta was amazing. 

Nicole: I know. They're going to be like, "What? Okay, delete." It's like 50 Italians screaming in 
their car right now. We know. We're sorry. It had to be said. 

Rebecca: I know. I was like, "Why don't you put salt in your bread?" It's just a thing. 

Nicole: Like I said, right now, we're going to get 50 angry Italians like, "What do you mean?" It's 
like, "I'm so sorry. No offense. We love so many things about Italy, the olive oil." 

Rebecca: Everything else. 
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Nicole: The pasta, the cheese, all of it. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: Everybody's allowed to have one. Everybody's allowed to have one thing that they're 
just like, "You have the best espresso, so there you go." 

Rebecca: Yes. Oh my goodness, the coffee there was amazing. 

Nicole: Yeah. Great coffee, amazing pastries. Look, you can't have it all, right? 

Rebecca: That's right. 

Nicole: The bread, the French own that, okay? 

Rebecca: Just needs salt. 

Nicole: Just needs salt. 

Rebecca: Put in some salt in it. 

Nicole: I know. Just think of the poor British, right?  

Rebecca: Yes. 

Nicole: So, like I said, we're being canceled across Europe right now. I'm going to hear this from 
at least three of my bloggers who live in Europe. Like, "And about that other thing." 

Rebecca: Maybe it'll surprise you. Maybe they'll be like, "We agree." 

Nicole: Yeah, I know. It's funny. I had a very kind listener who sent me a note saying, "Hey, 
Nicole, I just love the show. Thanks so much for doing it, but I did just want to let you 
know I live in Europe and we do actually have buttermilk." And I'm like, "What?" 
Because I've been saying ever since I interviewed Riz, and he's like, "There's no 
buttermilk." Right? And I'm like, "What?" And this guy guest was like, "Yeah, no. There is 
buttermilk in Europe." 

Rebecca: Well, that's good. 

Nicole: Yeah, and he gave me the name of it, and for the life of me, it escapes me right now. 

Rebecca: They just call it something different? 
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Nicole: They just call it something different, but I think he's from the Netherlands. Whoever you 
were out there who told me about buttermilk in the U.K., first of all, thank you for doing 
it, and second of all, I truly appreciate the shout out on the show, but more importantly, 
thank you for informing me, because I was just out here, just straight up saying, "Ain't 
no buttermilk in Europe." 

Rebecca: Okay. 

Nicole: Yeah, he was. He was wonderful. I sent him a blog of mine. Oh, you know what? Yes, it's 
in the Netherlands, and it's called karne melk. 

Rebecca: Oh. 

Nicole: K-A-R-N-E, M-E-L-K, and he says that's a shout out to, it's like Artsnap. I'm just 
butchering it. You know who you are. Arno, Arno yes. Arno in the Netherlands. He was 
talking about, "Yes, there is buttermilk," so I stand corrected.  

Rebecca: Okay. 

Nicole: There is buttermilk in Europe. 

Rebecca: There you go. 

Nicole: So don't cancel me, Europe. All right, let's get into this.  

Rebecca: Great. 

Nicole: Okay. So I want to talk about, first of all, your blog is gorgeous and I love your imagery. 
In fact, yesterday, you posted a picture of donuts and I literally... I'm being very honest 
when I tell you. I was kind of mad, because I'm like, "You can't be posting things like that 
and then not offering people a taste." They were just these beautiful, gorgeous, like 
rustic looking donuts at this- 

Rebecca: Apple fritters. 

Nicole: Oh my gosh, and you did it for National Donut Day. That's when we're recording this, 
right after National Donut Day. So clearly, I've had a great time. 

Rebecca: You know what's interesting about the apple fritters? They're so good. We about made 
ourselves sick on them when I was making them, but the interesting thing about that 
recipe is it starts with my favorite dinner roll recipe, and I've been making these rolls for 
so long, and around our house, they're just known as those rolls. When one of the kids 
says, "Will you make those rolls," or when we say, "Yeah, we'll come for dinner," and I 
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say, "What can I bring," and they're like, "Can you bring those rolls," it's those rolls, 
because they're so, so good. 

 And so, a few years ago, I thought, "Oh, I bet this same dough would make a really good 
cinnamon roll." And it does, and so then I used the same dough and made sticky buns, 
and then I used the same dough and made donuts, and then I used the same dough and 
made those apple fritters, and so it's this amazing all purpose dough that makes 
everything delicious. 

Nicole: It looks incredible and you had like this kind of cream sauce. It looked like an anglaise. 

Rebecca: Maple. 

Nicole: Yeah. 

Rebecca: Yeah, it's a maple glaze, because maple and apples, and yeah. 

Nicole: It looked insane. I was like, "Oh my gosh." And then I was like, "Yeah, I'm dealing with a 
professional here." 

Rebecca: And I made those about a million times. I would say over the course of two months, we 
had them, not even kidding, every single weekend, because they're kind of tricky, and 
there's a lot of different ways that you can make apple fritters, and so before publishing 
something on the blog, I want to make sure that it's the absolute best recipe that I can 
possibly put out there, and so it's a rough job living in this house and having to eat apple 
fritters every weekend. 

Nicole: My husband would not be able to handle it. He's told me, "Please stop baking because I 
don't have any willpower." I've threatened him, like, "Do not eat this entire batch of 
cookies. You will have one cookie a day. Okay?" One time, I made cookies.  I told him, 
"You're only allowed to have one cookie a day." I left for work. I forgot an umbrella. I 
came back for the umbrella. Where do I find him? He's on the couch, no kidding, a glass 
of milk in one hand, the entire tray of cookies on his chest. 

Rebecca: Oh yeah. 

Nicole: And the remote in the other, and he looks back at me like, "Hey, hey, hey, what are you 
doing back here?" I was like, "I told you not to eat all the cookies." Not even because I 
wanted some. I mean, I did want some. 

Rebecca: Yeah, sure. 
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Nicole: But more because I just like moderation. He has none. So I'm not allowed to make... 
He's like, "You're not allowed to make super delicious stuff all the time because I can't 
control myself." So your family must be feeling- 

Rebecca: Well, definitely, everybody that we know gets... I mean, our kids, when they were 
growing up, would routinely bring cake and cupcakes or cookies or whatever to their 
events, and their friends and our neighbors get stuff, and my husband brings stuff to 
work, because when you're developing a recipe, you have to make it multiple times, and 
so it's often that we'll have 16 layers of cake in the house, or 64 cookies, and they're all 
a little bit different, and honestly, some of those versions end up in the trash because 
that's how you develop a recipe. Sometimes, things don't work out, but when you're 
just tweaking, then it seems like such a shame. You can't possibly eat it all, and what are 
you going to do with it? So everywhere we go, we bring stuff. 

Nicole: Yes. That's the best, and your neighbors are like, "We love you. You are invited to all of 
the parties. Please bring those rolls." 

 All right. Well, because we talked about that, I want to know then, what inspired you, 
besides your love of baking? Take me to the point. Okay, you're just like straight up 
baking in 2012, and you're making stuff, and then 2013, you're like, "You know what? 
I'm going to start a blog," because starting a blog is easy. Maintaining a blog is hard. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: Take me to what was the inspiration behind starting the blog. And, then, how has it 
been? 

Rebecca: Yeah, yeah. Well, I've been a freelance marketing consultant for about 15 years, and so 
back when I started Of Batter and Dough, I was just at a place where I wanted more of a 
creative outlet that involved baking in particular. I put myself through college as a cake 
decorator and caterer, and then started a marketing consultancy, and then cooking just 
became this thing that I barely had time for and it was just a necessary thing. We had 
little kids and everybody needs to eat.  And so, I wanted, quite frankly, an excuse to get 
into the kitchen and be a little bit more creative, and I thought the blog would give that 
to me. 

 Also, at the time, I was spending so many hours writing other people's blogs and 
designing other people's websites and social media campaigns, and I thought, "Why 
aren't I doing this for myself? I should be doing this for myself." So I launched the blog, 
Of Batter and Dough. I didn't know the first thing about photography. I mean, like I 
didn't know. I'd never touched a DSLR camera, I didn't know it. So that was, by far, my 
biggest learning curve. 
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 And also, I wasn't really sure what I was going to do to kind of put something out there 
was a little bit different, and so my additional idea was that I would just bake other 
people's recipes and talk about them. I thought I could bake five different versions of 
chocolate chip cookies and talk about what's different between those recipes, and that 
idea went out the window right away, because I realized I don't ever follow a recipe. 
Yeah, I'm the worst about not following a recipe. 

 If you look through all of my most used cookbooks, there's scratches out of ingredients, 
and I write that I want to use this instead of that, and there's notes all the way through 
them. It's so rare that I follow a recipe, and so I'm always changing them. So I was like, 
"Well, that's not going to work." And so then recipe development became part of the 
process, and it's, honestly, one of the things that I love the most about it. But for years, 
it was really just a thing that I did when I had time, which for the first few years, I had 
very little time, and you know everything about writing a food blog takes a tremendous 
amount of time. 

Nicole: Absolutely, yes. 

Rebecca: And so, yeah, it just was something that I squeezed in here and there, and so there was 
months when I didn't publish at all, and other months when I got a couple of recipes on 
there, but really starting at the top of 2018, I just decided that this blog, and I had also, 
at that point, launched my second blog, and I just wanted to make a serious transition to 
that being my full-time gig, and I'm almost there. I have two clients still, marketing 
clients, that take up about five hours a week of my time, and they've just been with me 
for such a long time that they're harder to let go, but those five hours a week is all that's 
devoted to my marketing clients, and now it's full-time food blogging. 

 So it's been a tremendous journey, and I mean, the thing is, is that in the beginning, I 
needed a few years of working on the blog as I had time to also kind of flush out how 
much do I love this, because it really is so, so, so much work, and it's really, really hard 
to stand out, and it's really hard to drive traffic to a blog. There's about a gazillion of us, 
and so if you don't love every aspect of it, there's just no possible way to keep doing it, 
because you do it for free for years before you start to drive enough traffic to make a 
little bit of income. And so- 

Nicole: Oh my gosh, yes. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: Oh my gosh. 

Rebecca: Yeah, it's just this process of figuring out how much do I love this, and every year that 
went by, I was like, "Ah, I love it." I just love every single thing about it. I like the 
photography, I like the recipe development, I like the writing. There really isn't anything 
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about it that I don't love. And so, when you love something that much, then you're 
willing to put the work into it. 

Nicole: All right. I, a 1000%, agree. What's interesting is, you said that you had to see if I really 
loved it. I always tell people, "Nobody's becoming a food blogger because they want to 
get rich." I got way easier ways for you to make way more money. One, stick with your 
regular job. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: This is not the path for you if you are looking to become rich and famous because- 

Rebecca: It's not a get rich quick scheme, for sure. 

Nicole: You have a better shot of being in movie with Leonardo DiCaprio. You do. Will Smith has 
a better shot of granting you three wishes as a genie than you do of becoming a rich and 
famous food blogger. It just doesn't happen. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: And so I think, a lot of times, when people are like, "Why do people do it?" I mean, and 
it's work and it costs money, and it costs you money more than it does, like ingredients 
and website hosting and learning and a camera, and so I think a lot of reasons that food 
bloggers do this is because it feeds your soul.  

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: There is something innately special about you and anyone who shares recipes on the 
internet. You want to share this thing that you love and that brings you joy with other 
people. I often say, when I make food for people, my favorite part is watching their 
faces as they eat it. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: Because this is how I show you I love you and I care for you. If I'm bringing food to you, 
that's an, "I love you. I care for you." 

Rebecca: Sure. 

Nicole: "I want to take care of you," and that's how I nurture, especially in today's world. 
There's just so much divisiveness. I want my little piece of the internet and my thing that 
I offer to the world is, "I get it. There's a lot of bad things going on, but let me offer you 
these cookies because this is the way I know to comfort you." 
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Rebecca: Yes. Absolutely. 

Nicole: Yeah. 

Rebecca: Well, and you have to love the style of work that's about it too, because I mean, actually 
the task of creating the recipe and taking the pictures and writing about it, that's one 
thing, but you're doing that mostly in isolation, and so that's another thing that you 
have to figure out. Do you like to work that way? Do you like to work primarily by 
yourself? Is it something that you are motivated to get up every morning and do without 
a team? Because, I mean, eventually, if you're growing your blog as a business, then you 
will end up with a team, but it will be years where you're just doing everything yourself. 

 And so there's a lot of those things that you have to play around with and figure out. 
What the things that you really like to do? And, for me, this is the first thing that I've 
done in my life that I feel like I would continue to do whether I made money on it or not, 
and it's nice now to be making some money from the blogs, but I would keep doing it if I 
never made another penny. 

Nicole: Yeah. And I think that's what separates the people who make it and who don't. It's 
because, first of all, I said make it with air quotes, because it's like what's the definition 
of making it? It might be different for you than it is for somebody else. 

Rebecca: Sure. 

Nicole: But the reason I think people who... You look at some of the, I call them OG food 
bloggers, like Smitten Kitchen or The Pioneer Woman. Or gosh what's her name? She's 
super cute, she just had a baby. She's on Food Network, and she's- 

Rebecca: I don't know. 

Nicole: My Name is Yeh. 

Rebecca: Oh, yeah, that's Molly. 

Nicole: Molly Yeh, and that's just years of obscurity, and then, eventually, the reason they kind 
of made it is, because they've been around for 10 years or longer. Deb was doing this. 
What is she? More than 10 years, yeah, like almost. Yeah. 

Rebecca: She was a food blogger before anybody even knew what a food blog was. 

Nicole: Right. She was just doing that out of the passion of having cookbooks and learning to 
cook and wanting to share this passion that she had, and so yes. There's thousands of 
food bloggers today, but I think that the people who stick it out are the people who just 
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are, "This is fun." This is what they do for fun. Some people go to the beach, you're 
making cookies. I'm down with that. I can get on board with that. 

Rebecca: Absolutely. 

Nicole: Yeah. I want to talk about your most popular recipe on the blog. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: And I want to talk about what's your personal favorite. So take us first to most popular, 
and then the one that you like the most. 

Rebecca: Yeah. At the moment, the most popular recipe on Of Batter and Dough is vanilla cake, 
and it's just a really good cake. 

Nicole: I'm glad you think so. 

Rebecca: And it's- 

Nicole: Modesty is not allowed when you're talking about recipes. 

Rebecca: It's so, so good. One of the things that makes it so good is, there's a tiny bit of nutmeg 
and a tiny bit of lemon, and both of those things, if you're just tasting it, you wouldn't 
necessarily pick them out, but they take that vanilla flavor and they just push it forward 
on your tongue, and it's like one of those recipes that, every single time, the layers bake 
up perfectly flat and nice and fluffy. It's hard to mess up. Everybody always likes it. You 
can do about a million things with it, right, because it's vanilla cake. So you could frost it 
with whatever flavor of frosting that you want, or fill it however you want, and so it's a 
great all purpose cake. And, for years, I get messages from people saying, "This is the 
best cake. This is the only cake we ever make." And so that's definitely a super popular 
recipe. 

 On A Little and A Lot, the most popular recipe on there is chicken enchilada casserole, 
and it's because of the sauce. I'm sure it's because of the sauce. It's a really good red 
enchilada sauce that tastes like you've made it completely from scratch, toasting the 
chilies and everything, except you don't. You use frozen red chili puree. That is available 
in most grocery store freezers, and most people don't even know that it's there, and all 
it is, is red chilies that have gone through the whole toasting process, and then have 
been pureed and frozen. So if you start there, then you are making a true from scratch 
enchilada sauce without having to go through all of the work, and so that recipe is super 
popular on A Little and A Lot. 

Nicole: That sounds delicious, and I'm probably going to have to make that. 
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Rebecca: That's excellent. 

Nicole: Oh, that sounds so good. I love enchiladas, and I think it's interesting that that's your 
most popular on A Little and A Lot. That sounds like comfort food. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: And I found that when bloggers tell me their most popular recipe, it's a lot of comfort 
food. It's like a mac and cheese or mashed potatoes or an enchilada casserole, because I 
think people are just searching for, "Man, I want to get dinner on the table. I want it to 
taste good. I want it to be a sure fire hit, and I don't want to have to go buy 50,000 
ingredients." 

Rebecca: Yes. Right. Exactly. Yeah, exactly. And probably, on A Little and A Lot, there's probably 
two recipes on there that are my personal favorites, and both of them are starting to 
become more popular, but they're not at the top of the list yet, and one of them is just 
simple roast chicken. I have two different methods of roasting chicken, and they're both 
super quick and easy and all purpose, and one of the things that I talk about on that blog 
a lot is, if you're going to roast a chicken, why not roast two or three, because it doesn't 
take that much more work, and then you have all of this leftover meat that can be used 
to make dinner for the rest of the week or put it in your freezer and it makes... Throw it 
on a salad, put it in a soup. 

 There's so many things that you can do when you've got the chicken already cooked, 
and so that's something. I think I roast a chicken probably at least once a week at our 
house. The other thing that I talk about a lot on A Little and A Lot is that, once you roast 
a chicken, it's really, really easy to make chicken broth just by putting the bones in a 
slow cooker and filling it up with water and just letting it cook.  I usually let it run 
overnight in the slow cooker for a good 12 hours, and then you have chicken broth, and 
so I feel like you've got chicken broth for free, or for the cost of water, because you've 
already roasted the meat, so that's something too. 

Nicole: You're not allowed to leave early. You better have more tips because that was a killer 
one. People are like, "Well, I'm done."  Why are you giving away the tips so early? That's 
a great tip. 

Rebecca: Oh my God, it's great. 

Nicole: That was like four tips in one. If you're going to roast a chicken, roast two.   

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: Yeah, my husband would be like, "Yep, amen. Me and this woman are on the same 
page," because he's always like, "Why are you making so little of portions?" He's like, "I 
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want to eat all week." He always like, "Whatever you're making, just triple it, because 
I'm going to eat it every day for a week." 

Rebecca: Yeah. Well, he's totally... That's the way I like to cook too, and that's really the whole 
concept behind A Little and A Lot, is the idea of what things can you do today that will 
help to build tomorrow's meal. So if you're chopping a red pepper, can you chop two 
red peppers and then save one that becomes an ingredient in soup the next day or in a 
salad? And things like roast chicken, I have a recipe on there for carnitas that is the 
same one I use. 

 You start them in the slow cooker, and so it's really, really easy, and you can pack as 
much meat into the slow cooker as you possibly can, because then you have all this 
delicious roasted pork that's so good in so many different things, and you can make 
barbecue pork sandwiches and you can make tacos and you can put it in burritos and 
you can put it in soup. 

 And so that's the entire concept of the blog. It's when you're prepping food one night, 
what are the ingredients that you can make extra of that then make tomorrow's meal so 
much easier? And there's a lot of things, so it's right up your husband's alley. 

Nicole: It is. It's completely. So tell me about your personal favorite recipes on both Of Batter 
and Dough and A Little and A Lot, like the ones you like the most. 

Rebecca: Yeah, yeah. So those carnitas on A Little and A Lot get made at our house a lot. They're 
really delicious, and so that's definitely one of my favorites. I also have a recipe on there 
for, it's a roasted corn that you turn into kind of a creamed corn with chorizo, and you 
top it with scallops, and the scallops are seared in the oil from the chorizo. So the 
scallops get this gorgeous crust on them that's flavored with all of that chorizo oil, and 
it's definitely my husband's favorite thing that I think I've ever made in the history of 
ever. 

Nicole: Wow.  

Rebecca: I love it too. So those are probably my favorite recipes on there, and on Of Batter and 
Dough, boy, it's hard to come up with a favorite recipe on that one. 

Nicole: You're like, "I love all my children." 

Rebecca: Yeah, that's right. 

Nicole: "How can I pick a child? They're all amazing." 

Rebecca: And it's dessert, so yeah.  
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Nicole: Well, I'm going to tell you what I think is my favorite, so let's just get into this. Okay, this 
chocolate chip cookie recipe, girl, okay. I got to set this up. So I have a chocolate chip 
recipe. If you're in the Facebook group, I've posted it there. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: And it seems similar to yours. Now, I'm going to tell you that I took mine, I have no 
qualms about saying it, I adapted mine from the Cook's Illustrated Perfect Chocolate 
Chip recipe. 

Rebecca: Mm-hmm (affirmative). 

Nicole: A note on this. This is about to get controversial, so if you're easily offended by 
chocolate chip recipes, get out now. So Bon Appétit just recently posted a chocolate 
chip recipe, and I've been reading the comments on it. I haven't made it myself, true 
confession. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: But one of the comments is like, "Hey, this cookie recipe, while good, it just runs. It's too 
fatty." Right? And when I looked at their recipe, it did seem like they added like a lot 
more fat to it than the Cook's Illustrated one calls for, and there's actually a lot of 
comparisons. Now, I'm going to talk about your recipe, because I think you have the 
right amount of fat. You get to that point when you've cooked enough, where you can 
just look at somebody's recipe and go, "Yeah, that properly works," or, "Hmm, that 
might not work as well as you think." 

Rebecca: Sure.  

Nicole: And I encourage people, still try Bon Appétit's recipe. I mean, I'm going to try it. If you 
have a membership to Cook's Illustrated, try their recipe. It's called The Perfect 
Chocolate Chip Cookie, and their secret is that they toast their butter. Now, I notice in 
your recipe, not only do you toast your butter, you add three ingredients that I was like, 
"Okay, that's a game changer." The first is, I want you to talk about it, how you came up 
with the inspiration for toasted pecans. You ground up pecans. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: And then the second is that you also toast your butter, but you add in a little bit of 
whole wheat flour. This is kind of blowing my mind. Let's talk about this recipe. Go. 

Rebecca: Yeah. Chocolate chip cookies are, of course, all about the chocolate. I mean, that's 
usually what we crave is that melted chocolate and why we love them so much, but I 
wanted to see if I could make the dough itself taste just as good. Right? Because, 
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sometimes, that's secondary. A lot of recipes talk about consistency, which is important. 
Do you want big fluffy chocolate chip cookies? Or do want thin and crispy ones? There's 
no wrong answer, but that's just about adjusting the amount of butter and the type of 
fat that you use and how much flour there is and how much sugar there is and all that 
kind of stuff. 

 But I wanted to think about, how can I add more flavor to the dough itself, because you 
can just throw in some chunks of roasted nuts or whatever, and that definitely flavors 
the cookie, but I wanted to flavor the dough, and so I thought, "Well, if we toasted some 
pecans," almonds are equally as delicious, but toasting some pecans really brings out 
the flavor, and then I grind them so that you don't have chunks of pecans in there, but 
that toasted ground pecan just flavors the dough, and it gives it this lovely, complex, 
rich, toasty flavor that's really good. 

 And that's the same concept with the whole wheat flour.  I like to throw in a little bit of 
whole wheat flour in a lot of cookie recipes, not enough to where they taste like whole 
wheat. They don't, but whole wheat flour has more flavor than white flour. It just does.  

Nicole: Yeah. 

Rebecca: You can taste them dry, and it has so much more flavor, and so it's really just an easy 
way to take a dough and just boost the flavors by adding just enough to boost the 
flavor, but not so much that it tastes like whole wheat, and toasting flour, just like with 
nuts or with spices, brings out the flavor, and so it's just like, you could add it in raw and 
it's still delicious. It will contribute flavor to the cookie dough, but toasting it just takes it 
one step further and adds a little bit more complexity, and then you stir the butter into 
the toasted flour so that the butter browns a little bit, not a lot.  

 I was concerned about going overboard with the toasty flavors, so I didn't want to 
compete with the chocolate. I just wanted that toasty complex richness to kind of 
support the flavor of the chocolate, and yeah, that's what it does. 

Nicole: Also, you don't just go with vanilla extract. You go with almond extract, which I was like, 
"Wow, that's the third ingredient that she added that I have not heard of before." Talk 
to me about what made you decide to add in an almond extract. 

Rebecca: Yeah. Almond extract is one of those things that I add a lot to a lot of different things as 
well, because again, everything about cooking and baking is about adding layers of 
flavor. What separates an okay dessert or pastry or meal from one that's really 
outstanding is how many ways the cook has layered in flavor, and so I like to think about 
every element of a dish on its own. 

 If I'm sauteing onions, how can I saute the onions in order to get as much flavor out of 
them? If I'm making a soup, each step of the soup, how am I going to add flavor with 
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every single step? And with baking, it really isn't any different. So when you're talking 
about the dough or a cake, each step of the process should contribute not just to the 
overall texture of the food, but the flavor as well, and almond extract is just one of 
those things that, if you add just a little bit, not so much that it gives you this 
overwhelming almond flavor, but if you add just a little bit, it just boosts the flavor of 
the cookie and the dough.  

 So I use almond extract almost as much as I use vanilla, just in much, much smaller 
quantities, unless I want it to taste like almonds, but for the most part, I don't want it to 
taste like almond. I just want it to boost the flavor in the food. 

Nicole: Almost like how, if you read about Umami Boosters, right? 

Rebecca: Yes. 

Nicole: But just for baked goods instead. Almonds like that, kind of, that same sort of addition, 
it's just boosting that nuttiness and that delicious toasty kind of flavor without you 
knowing like, "Oh, there's almond in this." 

Rebecca: Exactly. Exactly. 

Nicole: That sounds amazing, and I'm going to tell you right now, I mean, I'm usually stoked to 
try people's recipes, because I'm a greedy little soul and I do love recipes and I do love 
eating, but seriously, usually I wait until the week of to start trying out your recipes. I 
don't think I can wait. I might have to make those this weekend, way before this 
episode's going to air, because now I'm going to do a taste test to see what my husband 
thinks, because he's like, "There's only one cookie and it's a chocolate chip cookie. All of 
it, everything else is a baked good." He's like, "There's only one cookie. It's a chocolate 
chip and that's it." He's not interested in oatmeal raisin. He's like, "Get the sugar cookie 
out of my face." 

Rebecca: Just give me a chocolate chip cookie. 

Nicole: "Just give me a chocolate chip cookie," and he's not a huge sweet eater, but he just has 
no... It's not like he's searching for sweets, but if they're in the house, he's going to eat 
them. 

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: And if there's a chocolate chip cookie that's freshly baked, he's like, "That's it." It's over 
for him. He's just game over. He's ready. So I love those three interesting additions. 
They just sound like they will be good, because of how you're using those ingredients, 
and I think it's really clever. Can you tell me a little bit about what made you? You also 
say about resting your cookie dough for 24 to 36 hours. 
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Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: And you've read BakeWise, which I have read and I love that book. 

Rebecca: Yes. 

Nicole: And think it's great, but with those three ingredients, what gave you kind of that... Was 
that just experimentation? How did you come up with that? Because that's really 
complex. 

Rebecca: I made a lot of cookies. I mean, that's the interesting thing about recipe development is 
that, when I go into the kitchen to work on a recipe, first of all, I tend to do a lot of 
research. I'll go through my favorite cookbooks in my collection and just look at what 
are they doing, what are they using in this particular recipe, and then I'll jot out a recipe 
that is just a starting point of kind of where I'm going. And so, with this cookie recipe, 
my objective was, how can I add as much flavor to the dough as possible. 

 And so, yeah, that's where I started, and thinking about how do you add flavor to 
dough? What are the things that you would want to taste in a really good chocolate chip 
cookie? And so, immediately, I thought of toasty warm chocolate chip cookies was such 
a comfort food. You want them to be that rich warmth, complex, and so how do you 
add those?  

 And so, I don't know how many versions of chocolate chip cookies I went through 
before I settled on this one, but I would say for a solid week, I made at least a couple of 
batches a day, just like tweaking and testing, and that's how most of the recipes are. 
You start with one thing and taste it and think, "Okay, I'm going to do this to make it a 
little bit better." And you do that, and then you say, "Okay, now I'm going to do this 
too." And so, yeah, that's the process. 

 I have these notebooks. My daughters say, "Mom, not to be morbid, but when you die, 
we're going to fight over those notebooks." And it's all of my chicken scratching of 
here's the recipe development process, and some of them, it's 2 pages worth of changes 
and notes, and some of them, it's 10 pages of changes and notes as I continue to work 
through and refine.  So it's a fun process for me. I enjoy all of it. 

Nicole: I love that. I love that process, and I love the fact that you're like, "Okay, I'm just going 
to work on this until I get it."  

Rebecca: Yeah. 

Nicole: And so, you also talked about how you mark up your cookbooks, and I encourage 
people. Write in your cookbooks. Your cookbooks should look like splattered messes 
because you're using them. If you looked through my cookbooks, you're like, "Oh no, 
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she had an accident on page 25, because something went everywhere," because it's 
okay for cooking to be messy. I think a lot of people feel like, "Oh no, I can't change 
anything." Once you start cooking, and you start understanding what those ingredients 
are, and read your cookbooks, because the people who are writing cookbooks are 
actually trying to teach you what's going on with your recipe, especially in today's 
cookbook. 

Rebecca: Oh yeah. 

Nicole: I think, in today's cookbook, a 2019 cookbook, they're trying to get you to understand 
why they did what they did, because they are not opposed to you changing the recipe to 
suit your taste and your needs. 

Rebecca: Right. 

Nicole: So, mark up your cookbooks, write in your cookbooks, test your recipe, try it again. I 
always think that you should have a good five bulletproof recipes that you know how to 
make, just simple things, that if you have, I don't know, friends coming over for dinner, 
or your parents are coming, or it's just something you need to make for yourself, or 
you've got to go to a potluck, if you just have a couple of bulletproof recipes, you don't 
need a lot, but the fun in cooking for people like you and me, I think, is just figuring out, 
"Oh, this is why this worked," and, "Oh, okay. What if I changed this to cardamom?" Or, 
"What if I swapped out cinnamon for nutmeg?" 

 So I just think that I love that you've got notebooks full of recipe testing, and yes, it is a 
lot of work. So that's why those of us who can't, just talk about it and bake. There are 
those who recipe test and develop, and there are those who talk about it. That's it. All 
right. 

So what's the one tip that you swear by that a home cook can use today to make better 
meals or bake better or whatever in their kitchen? 

Rebecca: Yeah. Well, I've kind of talked about this a little bit already, but everything sweet needs 
salt, and everything savory needs sugar in one form or another, and I think sweet and 
salty are two sides of the same coin, and you need both in pretty much everything you 
would ever make, and most baking recipes, I don't think have enough salt to really do 
the job of bringing out the flavor. You don't want your cake to taste salty, but you want 
to add enough salt so that all of those flavors are brought forward as strongly as 
possible, and that's salt's role. 

 And, likewise, when you're cooking a savory dish, you need a little bit of sweetness, and 
sometimes you can get that by adding fruit or vegetables, sauteeing some carrots so 
that the natural sweetness in the carrot's comes out, and sometimes, all the sweetness 
that you need in a dish, but a lot of times, you need to add a pinch of sugar or a 
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teaspoon of honey or something like that to really balance the savory aspects and the 
acidic aspects of the dish. 

 And so it might be a little strange to add a pinch of sugar to like your marinara sauce, 
but those tomatoes, if they come out of the can really, really sweet, then you're golden, 
but a lot of times, they don't come out of the can really sweet, or if you're using fresh 
tomatoes, maybe it's the peak of the summer, and there's tons of natural sugar in those 
tomatoes, or maybe you have a batch that's a little bit more on the bland side, and so 
you've got to boost that sweetness in savory dishes. So sweet in savory dishes, and salts 
in sweet. 

Nicole: Wow. Great, great tips. Such great tips.  

Rebecca: Where can people find you? 

Nicole: So both of my food blogs, for sure.  Of Batter and Dough, the best way to remember Of 
Batter and Dough is, it's a baking blog and everything on there starts as either a batter 
or a dough, so Of Batter and Dough, and then the second blog is A Little and A Lot, and 
the concept behind that is a little bit of work every day contributes to a whole week's 
worth of delicious meals, so A Little and A Lot. And social media for both blogs, I have 
Instagram and Pinterest and Facebook for both, but if you go to each of those blogs, 
there's little social media icons at the top that will connect you to me that way. 

Rebecca: And I will also link to both sets of blogs in the show notes, as well as all of your social 
media. So, folks, if you are like, "I can't figure out how to find her," don't worry. We got 
you. Just come on over to the show notes page, and you can find Rebecca through that 
way, and of course, we'll be featuring you on Instagram when your episode launches.  

 So absolutely I recommend, if you're listening to this now, please go look at Rebecca's 
Instagram and her blogs. They're really amazing. You're going to be mad because they 
look so good and you're going to be like, "Why don't I live next door to Rebecca?  I 
should be her neighbor." That's how I felt when I saw those apple fritters. 

Nicole: In this case though, I'd rather move to you, to Hawaii, rather than the other way around. 

Rebecca: Girl, come on if it's right next door. I will definitely have to like impose that, "Okay, I 
can't come every day." Like my gosh. 

 You're like, "Again?" 

 "Yes." 

 Well, Rebecca, thank you so much for coming on the show. I am thrilled that I got to talk 
to you, and I cannot wait to make your chocolate chip cookies, as well as, I might even 
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make your enchilada bake, your casserole, for this weekend. I have a long week ahead, 
and so I'm going to do a little bit of prep work to make a lot of meals for myself for the 
week. 

Nicole: Beautiful. Beautiful. 

Rebecca: Great. 

Nicole: Sounds good. Thank you so much, Nicole. It was great being here. 

Rebecca: Take care.  

 All right, so you have just finished listening to me talk to Rebecca from Of Batter and 
Dough, and I always say this all the time, because I actually interview some really 
amazing people, but oh my goodness, if you go to Rebecca's blog, it's ridiculous. It's like 
to the next level with baking. Seriously, I dare you to go to her blog and not instantly 
want to eat something. 

 The fact that she bakes every single weekend, making batch after batch of some 
delicious thing, like the fact that she is making batch after batch of apple fritters, oh my 
God. I don't know that I could handle it, you guys. I don't think I could. I would never 
leave her kitchen. Why? What else is out there? If you someone baking like that, there's 
no need to leave the kitchen, ever. Anyway, it just sounds insanely delicious and 
incredible. 

 So I actually made Rebecca's chocolate chip cookies because, of course, I am obsessed 
with chocolate chip cookies just right underneath my obsession with pancakes, and 
whenever somebody gives me a new chocolate chip cookie recipe, I try it, and I tried 
hers, and I'm not going to lie. I still love my recipe, but she had some really great tips for 
her recipes as well, and I think you need to try them. I think you need to give them a 
shot.  So I'm going to link to her cookie recipe in the show notes along with that 
ridiculous apple fritter recipe that we were talking about at the top of the show, as well 
as the banana bread recipe that she mentions as well.  

 So, look, if you like the show, please feel free to share it with at least one other person 
that you think would also love hearing about people talk about baked goods, because 
let's be honest, that's what this show is about, talking about the food. And you can leave 
a review. It takes a few minutes, but literally, reviews, I'm not going to say they're better 
than fresh warm chocolate chip cookies. I don't know that there's a lot more things in 
life that are better than that, but they're pretty close to me, because it lets me know 
that you like the show and that you're listening to it. 

 So, until next time, this is BFF With the Chef wishing you a great week, and hoping that 
you've been inspired to go and make something delicious. Goodbye. 
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